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Our school’s Scholastic Book Fair is happening NOW!  Check out the large variety of books
available and place and order to give your child the gift of reading! Remember, every dollar you

spend will allow us to get new books for our classrooms!

Computers
We began creating our first presentation using
Google Slides this week.  Every third grader
got to choose an animal to present.  I am
looking forward to seeing their presentations
in a few weeks.

Math
Our next fact assessment will include the +9
facts.  We will continue to work with fractions
of regions and sets, multiples of seven,  writing
numbers using words, reading thermometers
to the nearest 2 degrees, and rounding
numbers to the nearest ten and hundred.

Science
We will finish our unit on Forces & Motion
which will include balanced and unbalanced
forces.  Our test will be the following week
and then we will be working on our pinball
machines.  Not everyone has brought in their
cereal box - please do so next week.
Remember to save water bottle caps and other
recyclables we can use to build our pinball
machines. Small, clean yogurt containers may
be helpful as well.  Anything you can think of
to use as bumpers is helpful.

Reading
Next week we are reading ‘What do
Illustrators do?’. It’s an informational story
that goes behind the scenes to show how
different artists illustrate their own versions
of Jack and the Beanstalk. This is a fun week
for students to show their creative sides and
discover ways that drawings can be useful
and important! If your student has no
homework at the end of a day, independent
reading is a GREAT way for them to
strengthen their skills. You can also read with
them!

Language Arts
This week we reviewed different types of
verbs. We learned about the difference
between action verbs and being verbs, and we
looked at present and past tense verbs. Next
week we’ll touch on verb tenses a little bit
more and we will spend a few days discussing
synonyms.

Spanish
This week we made our Spanish family trees
to wrap up Unit 1. Next week we will be
starting a brand new unit. Continue to ask
your student if they are taking advantage of
Duolingo to boost their Spanish grade!
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Religion
This week we learned about Joseph and his
brothers! We watched a fan favorite,
Veggietales’ Little Joe, we discussed how
Joseph ‘bloomed where he was planted’ and
how we can do the same, and we did a short
packet that dove deeper into the story. Next
week we’ll learn about Moses!

Writing
In read aloud, we’ve been reading stories
about the Pain and the Great One, written by
Judy Blume. We love the stories so much,
we’ve decided to write to Judy Blume herself!
We’ve begun our brainstorms and rough
drafts, and next week we’ll be finishing them
up and sending them down to Key West,
Florida where Judy Blume lives. We’re really
hoping she’ll write us back...only time will tell!

Social Studies
This week we learned about landforms, the
difference between weather and climate, and
seasons. We did a landform identifying team
competition, and we discussed the many ways
that seasons change the way we live our lives.
We discussed how the food we eat, the
clothes we wear, the jobs our parents can do,
and the sports/activities we do all depend on
the seasons! Next week we’ll be looking at
how the earth and its ecosystems change over
time, and how to use a landform map.

Spelling
Next week our focus is on three letter clusters,
when there are three consonants at the
beginning of the word. The words are: three,
scrap, street, spring, thrill, scream, strange,
throw, string, scrape, spray, threw, strong,
scratch, think, they, straight, scramble.

Memory Work
This week’s memory work is the historical
books of the Old Testament: Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Ruth, 1 Samuel, 2 Samuel, 1 Kings, 1
Chronicles, 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah,
Esther.


